
The importance of micro, small and medi-

um enterprises (MSMEs) in the economic 

development 

of a nation 

cannot be 

over-

emphasized, 

especially in 

a country like 

Nigeria with 

high rate of 

unemploy-

ment.  It is 

easier to 

scale up small companies with new tech-

nology and good management than big 

and multi-national companies that are al-

ready stretched and with no much room for 

expansion.   A small company with 5 em-

ployees can be scaled up to employ addi-

tional 5 employees to double that number 

in just one year. 

Classification of MSMEs 

The revised National Policy on Micro, 

Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs), 

2014, classifies enterprises as stated in the 

table below: 

In 2014, the report of a 2013 survey car-

ried out by Small and Medium Enterprises 

Development Agency of Nigeria 

(SMEDAN), and the National Bureau of 

Statistics (NBS) was released to the public.   

The report shows that we have 37,067,578 

micro-, small, and medium enterprises in Nige-

ria, distributed as in the table below: 

The 2017 Federal Budget contains provision 

for another MSME survey in the year under 

SMEDAN, and we expect above figures to 

change when results of the new survey are 

out. 

Many micro enterprises that account for 99.8% 

of MSMEs in Nigeria have no business name, 

are not registered with Corporate Affairs Com-

mission, and are not reported in the nation’s 

financial system.  

Access to funds and intervention pro-

grammes 

There are several intervention programmes 

and grants by government agencies and pri-

vate organisations to encourage development 

of MSMEs in Nigeria.  Unfortunately, most 

assistance and grants available cannot be 

assessed by micro entrepreneurs because 

they cannot qualify to be considered based on 

nature of and available information about their 

businesses.  If majority of expected beneficiar-

ies (99.8%) cannot benefit from intervention 

programmes and grants, then there is some-

thing wrong somewhere.   

Small businesses in Nigeria do not create the 

desired momentum for economic growth as 

expected because they lack structure and ade-

quate documentation that will enable them 

have access to funds 
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Over 99% of micro, small 

and medium enterprises 

in Nigeria are not able to 

benefit from government 

and private sector inter-

vention programmes 

meant for them because 

of lack of structure and 

documentation.  In this 

edition, we look at what 

small businesses need to 

do to put simple structure 

in place to ensure sus-

tainable growth.  Our in-

terview is with Wogu Eliot 

Nnodim, the innovator of 

“the TEKTRA Wearable 

Device”. We have intro-

duced ‘Outlook Page’ - a 

variety page that exam-

ines and discusses is-

sues across all spheres 

of life. 
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correct in terms of ownership of the money, 

but wrong in terms of effective management 

of a business.  If you are in business and you 

do not have a separate bank account for the 

business yet, then you should do so without 

further delay. 

(b) Keep records of the business separate 

from personal records. One way to do this is 

to use the business bank account for every 

business transaction – pay money received 

into it and issue cheques for payments from it 

as much as possible.  If you want to withdraw 

money from the business, then issue a 

cheque in your name and pay it into your per-

sonal account from where you can pay for 

expenses not related to the business. 

3. Simple Organisation Structure 

A small business may start with a simple two-

level functional structure of business: owner/

manager as level one, and workers as level 

two. Functional responsibilities should be well 

spelt out and delegated to workers to ensure 

accountability and enhance performance.  

This should be done even if the workers are 

relations of the owner.  For instance, a com-

modity marketing business may have sales, 

logistics and finance, as functional areas of 

the business.  These functions may not all be 

filled by people at the same time, and should 

ideally report directly to the owner/manager 

initially.  The owner/manager is expected to 

play active roles in all functional areas. 

 

In many cases, the importance of having a 

structure is not appreciated even by edu-

cated business owners who usually want 

the business to be ‘big’ before putting struc-

ture in place. This is a mistake because the 

growth of the business is hampered by lack 

of structure. 

Structure and documentation 

For small businesses to grow and be sus-

tained, four basic requirements should be 

considered:  Business Name, Separate 

Business Entity, Simple Organisation Struc-

ture and Record Keeping. 

1. Business Name 

The business should be given a name that 

reflects its activities.  The name should be 

registered with the Corporate Affairs Com-

mission, as enterprise or as limited liability 

company, even if it is operated by the own-

er alone. The cost of registration is low, 

especially for an enterprise. It can be said 

that there is no business until there is a 

business name. 

2. Separate business entity 

The business should be regarded as differ-

ent from the owner even if the name of the 

business includes the name of the owner, 

e.g. John Segun Enterprises or John Se-

gun Ltd.  Either company name is regarded 

as different from Mr John Segun, the owner 

of the business.   To demonstrate this dif-

ference and for good management of the 

business 

the owner 

should do 

the follow-

ing: 

(a) Open a 

bank ac-

count in the 

name of the 

business, 

and the 

owner can 

be sole signatory of the account if he or she 

so desires.  This account is in addition to 

the personal bank account of the business 

owner.  Many small business owners con-

sider this a burden since personal and busi-

ness money belong to them alone.  This is 

“The business should be 

regarded as different from 

the owner even if the name 

of the business includes 

the name of the owner, e.g 

John Segun Enterprises or 

John Segun Ltd.” 
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Nyanya. This stirred a hunger for a qualitative 

research to create a secure environment 

where parents could safely be reassured and 

this is where I identified the problem, and 

conceived the solution to the problem. 

How was this project funded? 

I raised funds from personal savings, got fi-

nancial support from family and also volun-

teered with a travel agency for four months 

without pay so they could sponsor my trip to 

India, for IT training. I also received SEED 

capital from the Abuja Enterprise Agency and 

the Tony Elumelu Entrepreneurship Pro-

gramme, and recently I received a grant 

award from the GEM project—A Federal Gov-

ernment and World Bank project that sup-

ports Innovative entrepreneurs. 

Do you use the services of experts and 
professionals in business management? 

Yes I do, In addition to getting the startup 

grant and seed capital, I also 

got first hand trainings and men-

torship on different topic like 

how to successfully run and 

manage a business. I was also 

mentored and taught how to 

identify a good business plan 

and create one while it’s still an 

idea and I learnt how to scale a 

business. So, i got the full pack-

age as some staff members of 

the agency were assigned to 

me, to train and guide me on 

different Start-Up processes.                      

How has the professional support service 
helped you as an all-round business per-
son? 

The Trainings from Abuja Enterprise Agency 

has helped me so well in several ways, espe-

cially writing scalable business plans. These 

trainings helped me get selected as one of 

the successful participants in the  Tony 

Elumelu Entrepreneurship Programme in 

2016 out of over 20,000 Applicants from 

across Africa, and was also a top 20 finalist in 

the British council innovation and idea Chal-

lenge in 2016. 

 

 

For this Month’s edition of Beckley Busi-

ness Newsletter, we caught up with Wogu 

Nnodim Eliot, a 27 years old indigene of 

Rumuagholu, River State. He is a graduate 

of geology from the University Of Port Har-

court. He is the energetic innovator and 

Founder of TECHNOVATION HUB and  

behind “the TEKTRA Wearable device”, a 

smart Solution to keep track of our loved 

ones when they’re away from the guidance 

of their parents, especially in schools. 

Tell us about your innovation 

Our devices work with our mobile app. 

When connected together, parents are able 

to: 

1.Track and monitor their loved ones in real 

time.. They get to see their location. 

2. Set “geo-fence boundaries” which give 

the wards wearing the device a limit to 

which they can go pass. 

When they go beyond those 

points, parents are notified. 

3. To listen to conversations 

going on where their wards 

are on emergency situa-

tions using ‘Voice Monitor-

ing.’ 

4. Receive emergency alert 

from their loved ones in 

danger using ‘SOS/Panic 

alert.’ 

How long have you been 
in the business of innovative solutions? 

I have been in this business for 3years pre-

cisely, but only launched our product com-

mercially in May 2017. We had to test and 

get feedback from users which we used to 

enhance the functionality before launching 

out fully. 

What is your business objective? 

The objective has always been driving to-

wards creating solutions to prevalent chal-

lenges. 

How did you conceive the idea of your 
innovation? 

During my National Youth Service in Abuja, 

I witnessed an incident where children were 

allegedly kidnapped from a school around 

“I entered for the 

Innovative Challenge in 

Univers i ty  o f  Port 

Harcourt, Co-hosted by 

AIESEC Port Harcourt 

and University of Sussex 

during a career and 

leadership summit and I 

emerged the winner, this 

g a i n e d  m e  a m p l e 

recognition with my 

business plan...” 
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What is your proudest moment as a 
business owner? 

My greatest moment was when I partici-

pated in the Aso Villa Demo Day Innova-

tion challenge 

and was later 

selected as 

one of the 

Awardees for 

a grant by the 

federal gov-

ernment in 

collaboration 

with World 

Bank. It was 

an indication 

of how far I 

have pushed myself for my idea to be-

come a success I always envisioned. 

What steps have you taken to person-
ally develop yourself? 

From my university days, I have engaged 

in several self-development programmes 

which include internships, volunteering, 

and attending conferences and technical 

workshops with AIESEC- A Global Non-

Governmental Organization. I do a lot of 

research on topics of interest as well. 

My enthusiasm never wavers; optimism 

mixed with a raw blend of zeal pushed me 

to go for a brief training course in comput-

er programming in India while also trying 

to develop a solution. After my I.T course, 

my idea was seething as a practical busi-

ness plan, and a way to develop myself 

for the challenge. 

What makes you stand out as a busi-
ness owner? 

I have never been a one idea kind of guy; 

I am flowing with ideas that would change 

this generation and the one to come. I am 

resilient, a well-proven team leader, inno-

vative, obviously industrious owing to the 

large customer base I have with positive 

testimonies. 

What keeps you going in life and 
what’s your plan for the future? 

The question as to what kept me going is 

GOD. My passion is to always provide the 

answers to the security question in the society. 

My dream is to make the society a secure 

friendly environment that our children could run 

on the streets. To fully achieve this, I plan on 

enrolling for a foreign Intelligence course. 

What advice do you have for other startups 
and prospective business owners? 

I am one person that won't back down just be-

cause there’s a stop sign by the corner, I al-

ways see the light at 

the other side and 

today I have intro-

duced one of the best 

device and Mobile 

Application to help 

Families track and 

monitor their loved 

ones from the comfort 

of their phone. 

My advice to aspiring 

entrepreneurs is en-

sure you follow your passion and always be-

lieve in yourself. Be quick to fail and learn from 

your failures. You are allowed to think big, start 

small and grow fast. 

E-mail: info@technovationhub.com;  

 wogu.eliot@gmail.com 

“I have never been a one 

idea kind of guy; I am 

flowing with ideas that 

would  change th i s 

generation and the one to 

come.” 
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4. Bookkeeping 

How well the business is doing is assessed 

largely by periodical accounts prepared from 

available records.  You do not need to be a 

bookkeeper or an accountant to keep rec-

ords of your business.  Write down all your 

expenses and payments as well as all your 

receipts, including loans. Keep receipts, 

vouchers, invoices for all transactions.  All 

these can be done using note books or excel 

work sheets, or simple accounting software.  

The business bank account should be used 

as much as possible so that the bank state-

ment can be a basis of the business receipts 

and payments. When records are kept as 

described above, you can get an accountant 

to prepare accounts for the business on a 

part-time basis. 

CONT’D FROM PAGE 2 
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Every start up lucky enough to get some trac-

tion gets to the point where they decide to 

hire some “regular employees” for sales, 

marketing, and administrative tasks. Then 

they are surprised to see productivity and 

creativity take a big dip. What they should be 

doing is hiring only “entrepreneurs,” meaning 

people who think and act as if this is their 

own business. 

This commitment to hire people who think 

like entrepreneurs, or instill an “owner’s mind-

set” in every employee, should be a high pri-

ority in every business. It’s what every cus-

tomer looks for in every transaction. Most 

people will tell you this is impos-

sible, but I found a classic book, 

“Army of Entrepreneurs,” by Jen-

nifer Prosek, where she seems 

to have actually accomplished 

this. 

I like how she was able to moti-

vate, train, and reward employ-

ees, including the implementa-

tion of an incentive program to 

get every member of the team 

actively involved in generating new business. 

She also identifies the typical myths against 

using this approach, and describes how to 

overcome each one: 

“Entrepreneurs are born, not made.” The re-

ality is that all entrepreneurial skills are learn-

able skills. The entrepreneurial mind-set is a 

function of motivation, priorities, and risk ver-

sus reward, all of which you set or enable by 

your leadership and example. Hire employ-

ees who have strong skills, with the motiva-

tion to learn new ones. 

“Sales will be the organization’s sole focus.” 

Again, you get what you demand and reward. 

If sales are the only way to get rewarded in 

your organization, then sales will take prece-

dence over other activities. Motivate for a 

spectrum of entrepreneurial behaviours, and 

you will see results. 

“We don’t need to reward lead generation.” 

For a start-up, you don’t have a recognized 

brand to bring in the leads. All businesses 

need to proactively seek leads, rather than 

simply attract them, with the creativity and 

initiatives of every employee rewarded for eve-

ry contribution. 

“There is too much risk associated with decen-

tralized decision making.” When you have to 

move and change quickly to survive, central-

ized decision making is too slow. You become 

the bottleneck. If you train people properly, em-

power them, trust them, and they understand 

the business, your evolving business can be-

come a revolution. 

Every large company wishes they could har-

ness the power of a thousand entrepreneurs 

within their employee ranks to re-create the 

exceptional business growth they 

once knew. Instead, for growth, 

most have resigned themselves 

to buying start-ups that exhibit 

these characteristics. 

Thus, the last thing you need as 

a growing start-up is a “regular 

employee.” Hire entrepreneurs 

like you, grow like an entrepre-

neurial company, and stand 

above competitors in the acquisi-

tion process to carry that fire for-

ward. That’s a win-win for everyone in this new 

culture and new economy. 

 

- Marty Zwilling - 

blog.startupprofessionals.com 

“Entrepreneurs are 

born, not made.” The 

reality is that all 

entrepreneurial skills 

are learnable skills. The 

entrepreneurial mind-

set is a function of 

motivation, priorities, 

and risk versus reward, 

all of which you set or 

e n a b l e  b y  y o u r 

l e a d e r s h i p  a n d 

example.” 
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START-UPS NEED EMPLOYEES WHO REACT LIKE ENTREPRENEURS 

Wealth Ranking: Jeff Bezos (World No. 1) 

Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos has overtaken Bill 

Gates and is now the richest person in the 

world, with a fortune topping $90 billion for 

the first time ever. 

Forbes started tracking billionaires around 

the globe in 1987. Bezos is now the seventh 

person to hold the title. 

Forbes.com 

 

https://m.forbes.com/sites/katevinton/2017/07/27/besides-jeff-bezos-6-people-whove-also-been-the-worlds-richest/


you to be. The reflection of our image, when we 

evaluate ourselves, should portray readiness. 

I strongly believe in our distinctiveness as peo-

ple. I ardently accept that every human being is 

born with talents. For many, these talents must 

be developed, to reflect true nature and poten-

tials. What differentiates people superlatively is 

the understanding of self-image. Through hu-

man history, the point in which change happens 

is at the point of realization, which ultimately 

propels decisions. 

I don’t want to be in my 40’s, suffering mid-life 

crisis on the regrets of living in the scripts of 

others. Neither do I wish to look back on my life 

with regrets of the undiscovered. 

You wouldn’t just find yourself in the mirror that 

reflects your physical image. You 

would find yourself in a conscious 

understanding of your abilities 

and weakness. 

The most powerful tool we can 

use as people is our image. The 

realization of who we are creates 

the necessary awareness re-

quired to change the course of 

our lives. The pictures of our true 

selves - the choices we make 

and how the choices work out for 

us – are almost very difficult to get. Most of 

what we know of ourselves is derived from the 

continuous assessment of ourselves, through 

age, interactions, challenges, expectations and 

determination. 

Regardless of the goodness of the social judge-

ment, the ultimate indicator, determining what 

we feel of ourselves is us, the bearers of the 

personality. Through the various mirrors in our 

lives, the reflections of our powers appear ra-

ther mental than physical. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

More than half of the world’s population 

live in doubt of who they really are. Like 

mobile phone utility applications, a lot of 

people constantly require third person 

ratings to give themselves a sense of so-

cial security and worth. The confusion on 

the actual personality of who a person is, 

or what he’s thought to be by others, is a 

reflection of realization. Reality is not par-

allel. What informs our identity is percep-

tion of our image. That is, how we per-

ceive ourselves and how we perceive 

ourselves in the minds of the people 

around us. 

Lately, I formed a habit of standing before 

a mirror for a couple minutes. The ritual is 

not of self-admiration, but of judgment. 

Upon my appearance, I ges-

ticulate, simulate conversa-

tions and situations, philoso-

phize, and imagine a wide 

range of possibilities and 

impossibilities alike. It is 

quite tasking as aside the 

reflection of me; I journey, 

through the mirror, outside, 

to the social world of discov-

eries. 

Initially, I thought I wanted 

to be valued for all my physical and men-

tal endowments. Now, I discovered that 

I’ve given people too much power to de-

termine my valuation. For every time 

‘they’ said I’m not up to it, my confidence 

sunk like a ship wrecked by tempest. And 

for the times I was built up by commenda-

tions, I felt constructed with formidable 

substance. Who I thought I was, from my 

personal observations didn’t matter. I was 

vulnerable in the weight of assessment 

from the people around me. 

The limitations we place on ourselves, 

extends and creates a high magnitude of 

implications. So much of what goes on in 

our lives begin with the thoughts of our 

personality. If you restrict your mind from 

wandering and exploring your innate com-

petence, you become the image drawn in 

an explorer’s sheet, telling what he wants 

“The most powerful tool 

we can use as people is 

our image. The realization 

of who we are creates the 

necessary awareness 

required to change the 

course of our lives”. 
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ebodelewis@yahoo.com 

     OUTLOOK: THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS   
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Eligible beneficiaries: 

This call for proposals is open to all eligible 

beneficiaries of the ACCF, including African 

governments, regional organizations, funds, 

non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and 

research institutions, as well as Bank depart-

ments. Bank departments may submit pro-

posals directly, or may work with eligible exter-

nal beneficiaries to support them in preparing 

high quality proposals. Proposals from consor-

tia are allowed, as long as all members of the 

consortium are eligible beneficiaries. 

Grant amount and funding envelope: 

The funding envelope available for this call is 

USD5 million in the form of grants, and the 

Fund is seeking concept notes for projects 

and programmes in the range of USD 250,000

–USD 1 million. 

Apply for a grant: 

Eligible beneficiaries are invited to submit a 

concept note using this template to africacli-

matechangefund@afdb.org before midnight 

GMT on 13 August 2017, with the subject 

“ACCF concept note: short project title”. 

Concept notes should be submitted as Word 

of PDF documents, and should not exceed 5 

pages in length and 1MB in file size. 

All sections should be completed; incomplete 

concept notes will not be considered 

For More Information visit https://

www.afdb.org/en/news-and-events/africa-

climate-change-fund-launches-second-call-for-

proposals-17169/  

 
Source: utibeetim.com 

 
 
 
 
 
 

The ACCF is seeking innovative and 

impact proposals that will support African 

countries to transition to climate resilient, 

low carbon development, and scale-up 

access to climate finance. 

Proposals should be aligned with the 

priorities of the Bank, including the 10-

year strategy (which aims for inclusive 

growth and a transition to green growth) 

and the High- Five priorities (which aim 

to light up and power Africa, feed Africa, 

industrialize Africa, integrate Africa, and 

improve the quality of life for the people 

of Africa), as well as with the Nationally 

Determined Contributions (NDCs) and 

National Adaptation Plans (NAPs) or 

related adaptation strategies of the bene-

ficiary countries. 

Priority will be given to the following 

themes: 

Supporting direct access to climate fi-

nance, including: supporting the develop-

ment of high quality, bankable projects 

aligned with African  countries’ NDCs 

and NAPs or related adaptation strate-

gies 

Supporting the identification and 

strengthening of national institutions to 

access the GCF-Supporting small–scale 

or pilot adaptation initiatives to build re-

silience of vulnerable communities with a 

focus on: 

 promoting access to clean energy 

 promoting climate-resilient agricul-

ture and economic diversification 

 creating opportunities for youth and 

women in low-carbon sectors and 

improving access to water and sani-

tation 

 

“This call for proposals is 

open to all eligible 

beneficiaries of the ACCF, 

i n c l u d i n g  A f r i c a n 

governments, regional 

organizations, funds, non

- g o v e r n m e n t a l 

organization (NGOs) and 

research institutions,” 
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AFRICA CLIMATE CHANGE FUND (ACCF) 2017: CALL FOR PRO-

POSALS ($USD 1 MILLION GRANT) 

https://www.afdb.org/en/news-and-events/africa-climate-change-fund-launches-second-call-for-proposals-17169/
https://www.afdb.org/en/news-and-events/africa-climate-change-fund-launches-second-call-for-proposals-17169/
https://www.afdb.org/en/news-and-events/africa-climate-change-fund-launches-second-call-for-proposals-17169/
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“Tell me and I forget. 

Teach me and I 

remember. Involve me 

and I learn” 

 - Benjamin Franklin  

August 2017 Beckley Small Business Newsletter 

QUIZ OF THE MONTH  (Answers in the September 2017 edition of the Newsletter.) 
 
1. Good marketing is no accident, but a result of careful planning and _____ 
 A. execution B. selling C. strategies D. research 
 
2. Marketers often use the term _____ to cover various groupings of customers. 
 A. people B. buying power C. demographic segment  D. market 
 
3. The _____ concept holds that consumers and businesses, if left alone, will ordinarily not buy 
enough of the organization’s products. 
 A. production B. selling C. marketing D. holistic marketing 
 
4. Which of the following would be the best illustration of a subculture? 
 A. A religion  B. A group of close friends. 
 C. Your university. D. Your occupation. 
 
5. The buying process starts when the buyer recognizes a/an _____ 
 A. product    B. advertisement for the product  
 C. salesperson from a previous visit D. problem or need 
 
6. If actual performance exceeds the expected performance of the product, Then customer is 
_____ 
 A. satisfied B. dissatisfied C. delighted D. neutral 
 
7. Bread and milk are which kind of products? 
 A. Specialty Products  B. Convenience products  
 C. Shopping products  D. Unsought products 
 
8. Parents buying toys for their children act as _____ in the buying process. 
 A. decider B. buyer  C. maintainer D. all of the above 

 
 Source: dirm.edu.in 

Click here to subscribe 

Or Visit:  

http://

beckleyconsulting.com/

subscribe 

info@beckleyconsulting.com 

www.beckleyconsulting.com  

Send your comments and contributions to: newsletter@beckleyconsulting.com  

ABOUT BECKLEY CONSULTING: Beckley Consulting is in busi-

ness to stimulate the emergence of effectively managed Micro, Small 
and Medium Enterprises and provide them with professional support 

services in Finance and Accounting, Taxation, Human Resources 
and Legal Services so that they can focus on their core businesses 
and mandate. We are a one-stop-shop of professionals set up to 

meet the various needs of small businesses.   

Experience has taught us that a small business that wants to grow 
cannot afford the cost of experts that will ensure effective manage-
ment of the business and compliance with the requirements of regula-

tory authorities. 

We believe in mindset change for the typical entrepreneur through 
training/workshop and information sharing, to imbibe the discipline 
and commitment required to own and manage a small business suc-

cessfully, including keeping appropriate accounting records. 

Answers to quiz to be published 

in September 2017 Newsletter 

http://beckleyconsulting.com/subscribe
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